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WHERE WAS GOD DURING THE HOLOCAUST???

DOES GOD EXIST?

IS GOD OUR FATHER?

WHICH FATHER LETS HIS CHILD AND CERTAINLY 6 MILLION OF HIS CHILDREN BE KILLED AND DOES NOT INTERFERE?

THE ANSWER

THE questions are on point. NO MORTAL CAN KNOW THE ANSWER. FOR NO MORTAL CAN SEE GOD NOR CAN ANY MORTAL KNOW THE WAYS OF GOD. RAMBAM LAWS OF KINGS CHAPTER 12
Since no human alive can see that means really know understand God nor the ways of God we must learn the language that God communicates with mankind.

The language are what strange enigmas occur that benefit Jews and all other of God’s children.

God exists.

God is always present and was present during the Holocaust.
HOLOCAUST AND THROUGHOUT HISTORY TO MAKE STUPID DECISIONS THAT ENSURED THEIR DOWNFALL AND THE SAVING OF GOD’S CHILDREN JEWS AND NON JEWS

WHEN GOD DECIDES TO INTERVENE OR NOT IS KNOWN ONLY TO GOD.

GOD HAS REVEALED THE PATH ALL HUMANS MUST FOLLOW. “USHEMARTEM CHUKIM UMISHPOTIM ASHER YAASEH ODOM VECHAI BOHEM YOU SHALL FOLLOW THE RITUALS THAT TRANSCEND HUMAN UNDERSTANDING AND THE MORAL ETHICAL LAWS THAT YOU SHALL LIVE BUT NOT DIE ”LEVITICUS 18:5

THE TALMUD QUOTES THIS VERSE AS MANDATING ONE TO TRUMP ALL LAWS IN ORDER TO SAVE HUMAN LIFE.

LAWS ARE MADE TO PRESERVE
HUMAN LIFE; NOT TO DIE AS A RESULT OF OBSERVING THE LAWS.

IN BIBLICAL TIMES HUMANS TRIED TO BUILD THE BABYLON TOWER WAS TO UNITE MANKIND IN A RELIGION-laws and life style-OF REBELLION AGAINST THE LAWS OF GOD. The seven mitzvahs -Noahidite laws of humanity later in the TEN COMMANDMENTS ALL HUMAN LAWS OF CIVILIZED NATIONS BEING A GOOD CITIZEN. OBSERVING ALL CIVIL BUSINESS CRIMINAL LAWS OF ONE’S NATION STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT.

TO DAY WE HAVE AN OTHER BABYLON TOWER-

THE PROSTITUTE TRUTH UNION.

AKA ALSO KNOWN AS THE EUROPEAN UNION
SUCH IS THE GOD HEAD

WHAT LAWS TO THEIR MIND SHOULD EXIST THEY THEN WRITE INTO THE NEW TESTAMENT THE VERSION THAT DOVETAILS WITH THE AGREED THEOLOGY OF THEIR SYNOD THEY DECLARE ALL OTHER FORMULATION OF THE FACE OF GOD HERESY. THEY BURN ALL OTHER WRITINGS AND KILL BY BURNING AND TORTURE AND MASSACRE THE THOUSANDS WHO DARE ALL WHO HAVE DIFFERENT IDEAS AND DISSENT. SEE HISTORY OF PROTESTANTS BY WILEY REGARDING CATHOLIC CHURCH.

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH PLACED IN THE MOUTH OF GOD AUTHORIZATION OF ALL THEIR THEOLOGY.

SO TOO THE PROSTITUTE TRUTH UNION ALSO KNOWN AS EUROPEAN UNION THE UNITED NATIONS AND THE SECURITY COUNCIL WITH
THE EXCEPTION OF THE USA UNDER PRESIDENT TRUMP WANT TO EXPLOIT THEIR POSITION AND CREATE LAWS THAT WILL DELEGITIMIZE JEWS AND THE STATE OF THE JEW. THEY SHAPE GOD IN THEIR IMAGE THEY WANT TO FORCE JEWS TO COMMIT SUICIDE AND AGREE TO THE BASTARD PALESTINIAN STATE IN HISTORICAL JUDEA SHOMRON GOLAN GAZA AND OLD CITY OF JERUSALEM.

ISRAEL SHOULD USE ITS CONVENTIONAL AND NON CONVENTIONAL POWERS TO DESTROY ANY ONE ATTEMPTING TO PLACE IN DANGER AND LIQUIDATE THE JEW AND THE STATE OF THE JEW.

JEWISH SOVEREIGNTY IN ISRAEL IS MORE THAN THE THEOLOGICAL IDEA OF THE COMING OF MESSIAH. Maimonides 13 articles of faith article 1 “ I BELIEVE WITH TOTAL FAITH
THAT MESSIAH WILL COME. EVEN THOUGH HE IS DELAYED NEVERTHELESS I BELIEVE THAT HE WILL ARRIVE” Minor Prophets Habakuk 2:3

THAT CERTAINLY IS TRUE.

WE ARE WITNESSING ONE OF THE STAGES OF THE COMING OF MESSIAH.

AS PROPHESIZED BY ALL THE PROPHETS.

HOWEVER ISRAEL IS MUCH MORE.

ISRAEL REPRESENTS PRAGMATICALLY EVEN FOR AN ATHEIST
A REFUGE FOR JEWS TO ESCAPE PERSECUTION RAPE ROBBERY EXILE AND MURDER.

77 YEARS AGO THE HOLOCAUST KILLED 6 MILLION JEWS AND 1 MILLION JEWISH CHILDREN. TODAY IN EUROPE ANTI SEMITISM IS AGAIN IN THE MAINSTREAM. THE MAJORITY MEMBERS OF THE LABOR PARTY IN ENGLAND ARE OPENLY ANTI SEMITIC THAT THEY TRY TO HIDE BY BEING ANTI THE EXISTENCE OF THE STATE OF ISRAEL.

THE STATE OF ISRAEL TODAY IS A REFUSE FOR THE JEW FROM HATRED FROM ANY PART OF THE WORLD.

I DO NOT FAVOR RUNNING AND GIVING THE JEW HATERS AN EASY VICTORY OF MAKING THEIR COUNTRY JUDEN REIN JEW FREE.
I favor standing up with all legal means short of assassinating the Jew hater.

Fight the Jew hater legally expose his hatred of the Jew.

that he uses his hatred of Israel to hide his real hatred of the Jew.

I favor Jews to make legally the life of the Jew hatred so miserable that he elects to put a gun to his temple Israel represents

"life liberty and property -due process "-5th and 14th Amendments to USA Constitution.

Jews return to their 4000 year home.
THE JEWISH HOME OF ABRAHAM ISAAC JACOB SARAH REBECC RACHEL LEAH MOSES AARON JOSHUA SAMUEL SAMSON KINGS SHAUL KING DAVID KINGS HIZKIA JOSHIUOHU AND ALL THE OTHER KINGS OF THE KINGDOMS OF JUDEA AND YISROEL PROPHETS MOSES JOSHUA SAMSON ISAIAH JEREMIA
EZEEKIEL
THE 12 MINOR PROPHETS
PROPHETEES
SARAH
MIRIAM
DEVORAH
HULDA
AND ALL THE OTHER THOUSANDS OF PROPHETS WHOSE PROPHESES WERE NOT RECORDED BECAUSE WHAT THEY PROPHESIZED WAS NOT RELEVANT FOR FUTURE EVENTS

EZRA NECHEMIA MORDECAI ESTHER
THE 120 MEMBERS OF THE GREAT ASSEMBLY
THE MACAABEES
THE HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF JEWS
WHO LIVED AND SACRIFICED THEMSELVES FOR GOD JUDAISM AND THE SANCTITY OF THE LAND OF THE JEW ERETZ ISRAEL.

ALL LAWS RESOLUTIONS OF EUROPEAN UNION UNITED NATIONS SECURITY COUNCIL THAT ARE AGAINST ISRAEL ARE NULL AND VOID.

I AM ENCLOSING LETTERS TO PRESIDENT TRUMP CLINTON MY WELL WISHERS AND FINALLY THE 613 COMMANDMENTS GIVEN BY GOD.

JEWS AND NON JEWS MUST OBEY THE HUMANE ETHICAL LAWS.

THE RITUAL LAWS ARE ONLY FOR JEWS.

SOME OF THESE LAWS RELATED TO KINGS OTHER LAWS RELATED ONLY TO KOHANIM
Descendants of the biblical Aaron, brother of Moses.

Other ritual laws are only for Jewish men.

The remainder of the ritual laws are for Jewish men and women.

The ethical, civil, criminal laws are for all humans.

Each nation has the right to enact laws according to their needs; they do not have to fit the Jewish mold.

As long as their laws are equitable and fair applied without prejudice and one standard.
IS USED FOR EVERY ONE REGARDLESS OF RELIGION RACE COLOR GENDER AND NATIONAL ORIGIN

M ANY OF THESE RITUAL LAWS REQUIRE THE EXISTENCE OF A HOLY TEMPLE ON TEMPLE MOUNT IN OLD CITY OF JERUSALEM THAT JEWS DO NOT POSSESS.

THEREFORE THEY ARE SUSPENDED UNTIL A HOLY TEMPLE WILL BE BUILT GOD WILLING IN OUR DAY.

ACCORDING TO JEWISH LAW THE MOSQUE CAN REMAIN AND A TEMPLE WOULD BE BUILT ALONG SIDE. IT DOES NOT REQUIRE THE DEMOLITION OF THE MOSQUE.
THERE EXISTS MANY LADDERS TO THE DIVINE.

GOD LISTENS TO THE PRAYERS OF ALL HIS CHILDREN IN THEIR OWN LANGUAGE AND THEOLOGY.

WHAT EVER THEOLOGY HIS CHILDREN BELIEVE IS ACCEPTABLE TO GOD PROVIDING THEY DO NOT INFRINGE THE RIGHTS OF OTHERS, SLANDER THEM, ROB THEM, RAPE THEM, EXILE THEM AND FINALLY KILL THOSE HUMANS WHO BELIEVE IN ANOTHER THEOLOGY.

THE MESSIANIC ERA STARTED WITH THE RENAISSANCE THE ENLIGHTENMENT THE AMERICAN FRENCH SOUTH CENTRAL AMERICAN
SOUTH AMERICAN REVOLUTIONS

BIRTH OF THE USA

CENTRAL

AND SOUTH AMERICAN COUNTRIES

BEING FREE FROM

ENGLAND

FRANCE

PORTUGAL

AND SPAIN.

IT THE MESSIANIC ERA

PROGRESSED IN STAGES.

THERE WERE THE FIRST

AND SECOND WORLD WARS
THES ARE THE WARS OF GOG AND MOGUG THAT PROCEED THE FINAL STAGES OF THE MESSIANIC ERA.

THEN FINALLY THE REBIRTH OF THE JEWISH STATE OF ISRAEL.

THIS IS THE ETERNAL DEAL.

THIS IS THE REAL DEAL

NOT TRUMP'S DEAL OF THE CENTURY.

JEWS MUST HAVE SOVEREIGNTY IN THE ENTIRE HISTORICAL ISRAEL THAT INCLUDES

JUDEA

SHOMRON

GOLAN

OLD AND NEW CITY OF JERUSALEM AND GAZA.
ALL ARABS MUST BE ENCOURAGED TO EMIGRATE TO THE 20 ARAB COUNTRIES.
THEN THERE WILL BE PEACE.
IT IS THESE SO CALLED INNOCENT ARABS=
WHO ARE THE REAL PROBLEM.
NO ARABS IN ISRAEL
NO PROBLEMS.

Anti-Semitism today is at the same level AS
IN THE 1930s in Europe especially in the Labor party in Great Britain. It disguised the
hatred by changing its name to anti Zionism. However the
target are all Jews.

What should Jews do?

Let Jews abandon the
haters and make aliya to Israel.

The British need the Jews more than the
JEWS NEED
Great Britain.
The same is true in any country where hatred of Jews
disguised as hatred of the land of the Jew becomes accepted and respectable.
Let all the haters drop dead. Let them remain- juden rein -free of Jews.
Let them all drop dead.
Let them experience the spell of depression and
the drain of the intelligence creativity
Money that Jews possess.
Let them experience what Germany experienced when all Jews WERE
DEPRIVED OF THEIR CITIZENSHIP AND WERE EXPELED FROM THEIR
PROFESSIONS.
ONLY GERMAN
DOCTORS
TREATED
PATIENTS I
RESEARCHED
THE STATISTICS.
FROM 1934 - 1945
7 MILLION GERMANS DIED
FROM DIS

DIAGoses.